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The call in action

Dear friends,
Greetings! But from where we hear you ask? Well that’s a difficult
one as Catriona and Hannah are enjoying making footprints in
newly fallen snow in Scotland while Steve is back working in the
hot dry season in Rwanda. So we think the safest option is a global
“Happy New Year!”
For those for whom this is the first of our link letters you have
read, Steve is a consultant general surgeon and Catriona is a
consultant anaesthetist, both from the UK. We now work at Gahini
Hospital in Eastern Rwanda where our mission is to provide a
surgical and anaesthetic service, develop the hospital’s facilities,
and train local healthcare staff.
Paediatric ward refurbishment
We are delighted to report that the refurbishment of the
paediatric ward is now complete. Once the work started, things
progressed quickly and now we have a clean, safe and much more
functional ward. The windows have all been properly meshed to
keep out mosquitos, all the broken glass replaced, the floor tiled,
ceiling repaired, new lighting put in and the whole building has
received a much needed coat of paint. Some of you may look at
the photo below and think it is strange that there are no cartoon
pictures or bright colours on the wall. This came down to an issue
of sustainability; the techniques and colours used are all suitable
for ongoing hospital maintenance and, following a discussion with
the hospital management team, we felt that this was for the best.
Please give thanks to God for the generosity of Lyndhurst Deanery
in supporting the hospital through their 2018 Lent project.
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Surgical work
You will remember that in our last link letter, we were
feeling that our calling in mission was leading us to build
better links with our colleagues in Kigali and to become
more involved with teaching and training there. This is still
something we are passionate about; however, while Steve
has been making steady progress in this regard, Catriona
had her opportunity for teaching cancelled by her Kigali
colleagues at short notice.
However, we did both have the opportunity to attend the
College of Surgeons of East, Central and Southern Africa
(COSECSA) conference, held in Kigali. This was a great
networking opportunity and also enabled us to listen to
the national visions for anaesthesia and surgery in Rwanda and
the surrounding countries for the next few years. It was fascinating
to hear the government’s targets and to consider how our work at
Gahini and potentially in Kigali may contribute to this. Please pray
for wisdom and discernment regarding this aspect of our mission,
that we may walk in God’s plan.
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Our work at Gahini continues steadily. We remain frustrated by the
lack of mission focus in a government hospital, and are hoping that
we may eventually find a way for those without insurance to know
the loving care of Jesus Christ, rather than their current experience of
limited or no treatment. We are grateful that the x-ray and laboratory
machines were fixed before Christmas but money continues to be
very tight which can make it difficult to work at times and certainly
difficult to effect change. Please continue to pray for the hospital’s
financial situation.
Visitors
The end of 2018 saw few visitors to Gahini and we were very
grateful for the presence of Dr Sandy and family to give us some
company. We enjoyed a particularly special Christmas Day together
attending an English service in Kigali and then making the most of
the beautiful sunshine with a swim and brunch at a local hotel.
However, during February to April there will be times when there
are no spare beds for visitors at all! Dr Sandy and family returned
permanently to the UK in January, leaving their home available but
even this will be full and we will be hosting (in our absence) old
friends of Gahini in our home. Please give thanks for all those willing
to serve at Gahini during this time.
Tis the season… for DIY!
For our close friends, it will come as no surprise that despite being
a father, working full time as a surgeon and preaching/leading
worship at the weekend, DIY has not been far from Steve’s mind!
Since we arrived, we have been very aware that our house could
do with some significant updating. So during the rainy season, we
decided to get on and sort out the bathroom and Steve and his team
have completely overhauled it. Even Hannah did not escape as she
helped us to clear all the rubble from inside to outside the house
in buckets. It has been a challenging time with no shower or inside
toilet but now all it needs is some finishing touches and it is great!
We have retained some original features such as the bucket shower
for emergencies, but equally modernised getting rid of the bath in
preference for a proper shower complete with hot running water for
everyday use. Catriona cannot wait to try out this new feature as it
will be a life changing event for her!
And finally…
We want to thank all our supporters for your continued prayers and
financial support. We are most grateful and wish you every blessing
for 2019. Our biggest hope is to be able to share some new baby
photos of a safe arrival in our next link letter.
Wishing you every blessing,
Catriona, Stephen and Hannah
Photos from top to bottom: A conference for the College of Surgeons of East, Central
and Southern Africa (COSECSA); Christmas Day lunch; Team DIY removing the bath; the
nearly completed bathroom.

CMS events: Do you keep up with the latest CMS events? We have
pioneer course open days coming up as well as mission focused days
and prayer events. For more information on all of these, please go to:
churchmissionsociety.org/events
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